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h i g h l i g h t s
� An anticlastic shell supporting a footbridge curved deck was shaped using thrust network analysis (TNA) in non-standard way.

� The medium surface of the footbridge shell was obtained via a network nodes interpolation.

� A torsional moment induced by prestressing the ring box girder limited the transverse deflections in the cantilevered deck.

� The structural behaviour of the shell supported footbridge was confirmed by the results of the finite element (FE) analysis.
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After Maillart's concrete curved arch bridges were built before the Second World War, in

the second half of the past century and this century, many curved bridges have been built

with both steel and concrete. Conversely, since the construction of Musmeci's shell sup-

ported bridge in Potenza, few shell bridges have been constructed. This paper explains how

to design a curved footbridge supported by an anticlastic shell by shaping the shell via a

thrust network analysis (TNA). By taking advantage of the peculiar properties of anticlastic

membranes, the unconventional method of shaping a shell by a TNA is illustrated. The

shell top edge that supports the deck has an assigned layout, which is provided by the road

curved layout. The form of the bottom edge is obtained by the form-finding procedure as a

thrust line, by applying the thrust network analysis (TNA) in a non-standard manner,

shaping the shell by applying the boundary conditions and allowing relaxation. The in-

fluence of the boundary conditions on the bridge shape obtained as an envelope of thrust

lines is investigated. A finite element analysis was performed. The results indicate that the

obtained shell form is effective in transferring deck loads to foundations via compressive

stresses and taking advantage of concrete mechanical properties.
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1. Introduction

The optimal shape of shell supported bridges, especially curved

bridges, is an attractive challenge for engineers. If the shell is

constructed with concrete, the tensile stresses must be mini-

mised and limited by the low tensile strength of concrete,

whereas thecompressivestressesmustbeprevalent throughout

theshellandlowerthantheallowablecompressivestress,which

is generally significantly higher than the allowable tensile stress

(Fenu and Madama, 2004; Flügge, 1960; Musmeci, 1971).

Therefore, the design objective is to obtain a shell that is

compressed in any direction. The form-finding is performed

using structural optimization algorithms (Fenu et al., 2018;

Lan et al., 2017; Trentadue et al., 2018; Zordan et al., 2014),

which must be robust and efficient due to the high number of

discrete variables. Evolutionary algorithms are generally

employed (Marano et al., 2014; Quaranta et al., 2014).

For shaping anticlastic shells, the most important design

methods are listed as follows: force density method (FDM),

dynamic relaxation (DR) method, particle spring (PS) method,

and thrust network analysis (TNA) (Adriaenssens et al., 2014).

The particle spring (PS) method and dynamic relaxation (DR)

method are the only methods that consider some elastic

properties of the material but disregard the inelastic and

viscous properties (Fiore et al., 2012).

In the previouslymentionedmethods, shell form-finding is

performed by an auxiliary net structure that consists of cables

when in tension or bars or in compression (similar to the TNA

method). The nodes of the auxiliary net structure enable the

shell surface to be obtained by interpolation.

By defining the force density as the ratio of the force in a

bar over its stressed length and given the position of the fixed

points, the force density method obtains the shell form by

solving an equation system, without any iteration (Schek,

1974). After linearization, the system of the static

equilibrium equations of the nodes (subject to external

loads) of a discrete network (a shell grid that consists of

compression bars or a cable net of tension cables) are solved.

Conversely, the dynamic relaxation (DR) method consists

of an iterative form-finding procedure that traces the motion

of each node of a discrete network subject to external loads,

for small time increments (Dt), until all nodes (and therefore,

the entire structure) achieve a static equilibrium state (for

which their kinetic energy tends to zero), assuming their final

positions and defining the optimised shape of the network

structure (Day, 1965). The particle spring (PS) method

discretises surfaces into networks that consist of nodes

(particles with lumped masses) and bars (assumed as linear

elastic springs) that connect the particles, whose stiffness

approximately corresponds to the stiffness of the shell strip

across the spring.

Each node that is subject to external loads, which is char-

acterised by a number of freedom degrees between zero and

three that correspond to the number of orthogonal reaction

forces, can be fixed or free to move. The external forces

applied to each node and the internal forces that act on the

springs that connect the particles must be in equilibrium. The

equilibrium of each node and the shell form are iteratively

obtained (Kilian and Ochsendorf, 2006).
In this paper, the thrust network analysis (TNA) form-

finding method has been applied to shape the shell that sup-

ports the deck of a curved footbridge (Fenu et al., 2015, 2016a,

2016b). The TNA method is the three-dimensional version of

thrust line analysis.

Although the latter applies to two-dimensional structures

such as arches and barrel vaults, the former searches for the

shape of a vault that is compressed in all directions and sub-

jected to external vertical loads. An auxiliary three-dimen-

sional network of funicular curves is shaped (Block, 2009;

Rippmann et al., 2012).

Therefore, a shell with an anticlastic surface has been

chosen to support a cantilevered steel deck with a curved

layout, which consists of cantilever I-beams connected to a

steel ring box girder.

An external prestressing system applied to the top flange of

the ring box girder enabled a considerable reduction in the

transverse deflections of the cantilever deck (spans 4 m from

the girder). To reduce transverse deflections at the service

limit state, an internal torsional moment that counteracts the

external moment produced by the cantilever I-beams of the

deck is induced in the box girder by prestressing it. External

and internal pretensioning systems are used not only in con-

crete structures, but also in steel and even in stone structures

(Briseghella et al., 2010a,b; Huang et al., 2012; Milan et Simo-

nelli, 2001). Since the top edge of the concrete shell has to

continuously support the cantilevered deck at its inner edge, it

must have the same curvature of the given deck layout. Since

the shell surfacemust be anticlastic, the curvature of the shell

top edge and the shellmeridians along the top edgemust have

the opposite sign. These boundary conditions and the condi-

tions assigned to the abutments along the ground slope

determine the shell shape obtained via the TNA method.
2. Historical background

2.1. Curved bridges

Maillart's Schwandbach Bridge (Fig. 1(a)) near Hinterfultigen,

which dated to 1933, was the first curved arch bridge

constructed with concrete (Bill and Maillart, 1955).

After the construction of Mallart's concrete curved bridges,

few curved bridges were built until the 1980s. In these years, a

great impetus to their construction was J€org Schlaich's work.

His curved bridges were the outcome of his studies on their

conceptual design, which is described by some simple but

very significant structural schemes on their working princi-

ples, as described in Schlaich and Bergermann (2004) and

illustrated by a large-scale steel model in the Science and

Technology Museum in Munich.

In particular, his studies on prestressing the deck of

curved bridges to favourably exploit its curved layout by

torsional moments, which counteracts the moments induced

by the applied loads, are a milestone in the history of curved

bridges.

After his first curved suspended bridge in Kelheim, over the

canal between the Rheine and Danube (Schlaich and

Bergermann, 2004), with a curved deck girder that is

constructed with prestressed concrete, where stresses
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Fig. 1 e Curved bridges. (a) Maillart's Schwandbach Bridge,

Switzerland. (b) Musmeci's shell bridge over the Basento

River in Potenza, Italy.
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flowed in the “black box” of the concrete deck. Schlaich et al.

(1987) designed several suspended and cable-stayed curved

footbridges with internal forces that flow into structural

elements that are specifically designed to bear them.
Fig. 2 e Schlaich's suspended curved footbridges with details of

Reedy River Bridge, USA.
A comparison of the static functioning of the decks of two

of Schlaich's beautiful curved suspended footbridgesdthe

Bochum Bridge and the Reedy River Bridgedare suspended at

the inner edge and the outer edge, respectively, is note-

worthy (Schlaich et al., 1987). In the Bochum Bridge (Fig. 2(a)),

the axial force in the lower chord of the curved girder (with

curvature radius R) and the horizontal projection of the

axial force in the hanger can provide a sufficiently high

counter-moment (with lever arm Z) to the external lifted

load (with lever arm e to the hanger restraint). A

prestressing system was applied to the top flange of the

ring girder. Prestressing the deck girder at its top would

have provided an increased counter-moment that would

have been necessary only if higher external loads had been

applied.

Due to the deck layout and the landscape view, the deck of

the curved suspended bridge over the Reddy River in Green-

ville, S.C., USA (Fig. 2(b)), is suspended at its outer edge, which

reverses the direction of the deck curvature radius R with

respect to the Bochum Bridge.

The suspension of the deck at the outer edge causes the

inversion of the direction of the flow of the internal forces

with respect to the Bochum Bridge (suspended at its inner

edge). In the Reedy River Bridge, the tensile forces provided by

three ring tension cables positioned at the girder bottom, refer

to Fig. 2(b) flow at the intrados of the ring girder, whereas

compressions flow in the upper concrete deck. Pretensioning

the ring girder reduces the transverse deflections of the

cantilever deck by counteracting the moment produced by

the external load lifted (with lever arm e to the hanger

restraint) by inducing a moment that acts in the transverse

direction (with lever arm Z).
their deck cross-sections. (a) Bochum Bridge, Germany. (b)
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2.2. Shell-supported bridges

Concrete shell structures have been studied by masters in

structural architecture, such as Frei Otto (Otto et al., 1973),

Heinz Isler (Isler, 1994) and Sergio Musmeci (Musmeci, 1971).

They modelled their compressed shells by auxiliary tension

structures with the same shape but with internal forces and

constraint reactions of the opposite sign for the same

boundary conditions and self-weight loading.

If the auxiliary tension structures were constructed with

isotropic materials, a shell of minimal surface was obtained.

Conversely, when an anisotropic auxiliary tension structure

with anisotropic curvatures was to be obtained (such as the

Basento shell supported bridge with transverse curvatures

that are significantly higher than longitudinal curvatures),

Musmeci constructed physical models using materials

capable of developing anisotropic stresses (such as neoprene).

A shell-supported road bridge designed by Alfred Pauser

was constructed in Eldberger, Austria, from 1968 to 1971. In

the same period, Musmeci constructed the first concrete

bridge supported by an anticlastic concrete shelldthe Basento

Bridge in Potenza, Italy (Fig. 1(b))dMusmeci's masterpiece

designed in the 1960s and built between 1967 and 1976

(Musmeci, 1971). In the first years of this century, Jiri Strasky

proposed two shell-supported footbridges in two

international design competitions: the first competition was

held in Jersey (UK), and the second competition was held in

London for the Leamouth Footbridge (Strasky, 2007). In

Madrid, Hugo Corres Peiretti designed the Matadero Bridge

in 2011, which was a pedestrian bridge whose deck is

suspended to a sinclastic shell (a concrete canopy that

covers the bridge) by several hangers (Bal�azs et al., 2016;

Corres-Peiretti et al., 2012).

A comparison of the differences between the structural

functioning of Maillart's bridges (Bill and Maillart, 1955) and

the structural functioning of Musmeci's bridge (Nicoletti and

Musmeci, 1999) is noteworthy.

For the first time in the history of arch bridge construction,

Maillart's bridges were the first stone (artificial) arch bridges

with no infill over the arch. Musmeci substituted vertical walls

and arch through a continuous anticlastic shell of minimal

surface to continuously transfer the deck loads from the shell

restraints that support thedeck to the shell foundations,which

prevented undesired bending effects due to the insertion of

vertical walls in the shell arch, similar to Maillart's bridges.

Fenu et al. (2006) compared the structural behaviour of a

bridge with a deck supported by an anticlastic shell that is

compressed in any direction with a Maillart's bridge with the

same span and rise (the Traubach Bridge near Habkern

described in Bill and Maillart (1955).

Briseghella et al. applied topology optimization to arch

bridges to reduce the bridge self-weight and the seismic action

on the foundations and applied topology optimization to shell

supported bridges to reduce the area of the shell regions,

where unwished tensile stresses can arise (Briseghella et al.,

2013a, 2013b, 2016; Zordan et al., 2010). Fenu et al. applied the

particle spring method for the form-finding of a concrete

anticlastic shell that supports the curved deck of a shell-

supported footbridge, as illustrated in (Fenu et al., 2015).
3. Thrust network analysis (TNA) form-
finding procedure

A thrust network is a three-dimensional version of the thrust

curve of a unidimensional structure that lies in a plane. Using

techniques derived from “graphic statics”, TNA extends the

“thrust line analysis” to spatial networks for the specific case

of external loads that are only applied in the vertical direction.

Therefore, a thrust network analysis is a form-findingmethod

for designing shell structures compressed in any direction as

an envelope of thrust lines (Adriaenssens et al., 2014). The

method is independent of material properties. It was

developed (and is particularly suitable) for designing

masonry vaults that should be compressed in any direction

due to the low tensile strength of masonry.

The TNAmethod is based on the assumption (derived from

descriptive geometry) that a three-dimensional network

under vertical external loads is in compression when its pro-

jection on the horizontal plane is also in compression.

The form-finding of the optimal shell shape by a thrust

network analysis method is performed by the simultaneous

manipulation of two diagrams: the form diagram G, which is

the horizontal projection of the three-dimensional network G,

and the force diagram G*, which is constituted by the hori-

zontal components of the forces that act on each bar of the

compressed network.

Form and force diagrams are dual graphs that are recip-

rocally related to each node of G that corresponds to an

equilibrium polygon of G*. The side number of the force

polygon in equilibrium at this node is equal to the number of

branches that join in the corresponding node of G, and vice

versa. Each side of all polygons of G and the corresponding

force of the related equilibrium polygon in G* must be parallel

(within a certain tolerance angle that is generally included

between 5� and 10�). From a structural point of view, the

equilibrium of a node in one graph is guaranteed by a closed

polygon of force vectors in the other graph, and vice versa. The

length of each branch e* of the force diagram G*, multiplied by

an assigned scale factor 2, provides the magnitude of the axial

force that acts in the corresponding branch e of the form di-

agram G, and the magnitude of the horizontal component of

the axial force that acts on the corresponding bar of the three-

dimensional thrust network G (Schek, 1974).

The geometric reciprocal relationships between G and G*

are true regardless of the size of G*.

The reciprocal relationship between G and G* cannot (by

themselves) guarantee that all network bars are in compres-

sion. This additional condition is satisfied only if the vectors of

all closed polygons of G rotate counterclockwise with respect

to any point inside the closed polygon.

All polygons of G and G* must be convex to prevent the

formation of tension forces or tensile stresses in any shell

regions, as required when the tensile strength is negligible as

in the concrete shell under consideration.

In its original formulation, TNA generates a funicular

network of bars, where only external loads in the vertical di-

rection are considered. Therefore, the equilibrium of the

horizontal force components is to be considered; it can be

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2018.10.007
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computed independently of the external vertical loading. In

the 3D thrust network that is subsequently obtained, the

equilibrium with any vertical force is satisfied (Adriaenssens

et al., 2014), provided that the effective constraint is defined.

The form-finding process can be divided into two distinct

phases:

- solving horizontal equilibrium;

- solving vertical equilibrium.

The equilibrium polygon of the force diagram can be stat-

ically indeterminate.While the three forces in equilibrium in a

closed force diagram bi-univocally correspond to the three

branches that meet at a node of the form diagram and are

parallel to the corresponding forces, the network is statically

indeterminate when more than three vectors meet in each

node of G, even if the parallelism condition is satisfied. For a

given form diagram G, many force diagrams can exist, which

enables the redistribution of the internal forces in the struc-

ture. In this case, among all feasible force diagrams G*, the

designer chooses the diagram where, for instance, compres-

sions are smaller than an allowable given value.

For a chosen horizontal equilibrium solution, multiple

vertical equilibrium solutions that correspond to different

shell shapes can be obtained by the TNA method, depending

on the allowed redistribution of the internal forces, which

causes network relaxation. By allowing relaxation, the hor-

izontal components of the forces of the 3D thrust network

are reduced. Conversely, lower relaxation indicates an in-

crease in the horizontal components of the thrust network

forces.

The lower the network relaxation, the higher the internal

forces in the thrust lines and the compression stresses in the

shell, as verified by a finite element analysis (FEA) to verify

whether the compression stresses are lower than the concrete

allowable compression stress. Therefore, if the stresses are

too high, we can allow relaxation and achieve a new shell

shape; if the stresses are too low, less relaxation could be

allowed.

Note that the boundary conditions must be suitably

assigned for TNA to shape an anticlastic shell.

The larger the increase in the stresses in one direction, the

larger the increase in the other directions, which is easily

checked by the FEA. The stress level can also be modified by

the shell thickness, which indicates that the stresses are

reduced by the larger cross-sectional area if the shell thick-

ness is changed; however, dead loads are also changed, which

can be considered by the FEA.

Using the described graphic procedure, the thrust network

analysis obtains the optimum shape for compressed networks

of any typology. The procedure can also be analytically

implemented, as exhaustively illustrated in Adriaenssens

et al. (2014).

3.1. Applying TNA to find the form of the shell that
supports a curved bridge deck

In this section, the design problem of shaping a concrete shell,

which is compressed in any direction and supports the curved

deck of a footbridge, is addressed.
By providing appropriate boundary conditions, the form-

finding procedure solves the design problem by shaping an

anticlastic shell, which minimises undesired tensile stresses.

Contrary to straight shell-supported bridges, where deck

stability is guaranteed if the deck is supported by the shell

along two parallel lines (similar to the deck of Musmeci's
Bridge, refer to Fig. 1(b)), a curved deck can be supported along

one curved line, as allowed by the static equilibrium

conditions of simply supported ring girders. This design

solution is adopted in Schlaich's curved bridges and

illustrated in Section 2.1. This solution has also been

adopted in the curved shell bridge that is considered in this

study.

As the curved layout of the deck depends on the given

curved layout of the pedestrian route, a first boundary con-

dition is that the curvature of the parallel of the shell along its

top edge must coincide with the deck curvature. As the shell

must be anticlastic (otherwise, tensile stresses cannot be

minimised), the meridian curvatures along the shell top edge

must have the opposite sign with respect to the curvature of

the deck.

In addition to these boundary conditions that are governed

by the given layout of the deck, additional boundary condi-

tions for the shell must be defined at the bridge abutments

along the ground slope (Fig. 3(a)). By suitably defining these

boundary conditions, the differences between the opposite

curvatures in each point of the anticlastic surface can be

increased, which optimises the shell form to minimise the

tensile stresses throughout the shell. Topology optimization

of the shell restraint position at the abutments was

performed.

The form-finding of a shell using TNA typically begins on a

flat surface, which has to represent the potential shell pro-

jection on the horizontal plane. However, when using TNA to

find the form of a shell supporting the deck of a curved foot-

bridge (Fenu et al., 2016a,b), the TNA (at least in the original

version proposed by Block (2009)) must consider that it can

only govern the form finding of a shell whose projection on

the horizontal plane cannot be overlapped by the projection

of any other shell region. Unfortunately, the shell of the

footbridge under consideration does not satisfy this

condition. Solving the form-finding problem for different

boundary conditions with physical models revealed that an

anticlastic shell can be obtained only if this condition was

not satisfied.

By projecting the shell surface in the vertical plane

orthogonal to the deck curvature radius at mid-span, the

vertical projection of any shell region can biunivocally corre-

spond to the shell surface without overlapping any vertical

projection of other shell regions.

Therefore, the TNAmethod was applied in a non-standard

manner by drawing form and force diagrams in this vertical

plane, shaping the shell by applying the boundary conditions

and allowing relaxation in the horizontal direction, as the

shell was subjected to horizontal forces without gravity.

A stepwise procedure was adopted. A starting surface

reasonably close to the potential vertical projection of the

shell surface (Fig. 3(b)) was initially considered. After at least

one attempt, the initial surface was modified to be closer to

the vertical projection of the shell that would have been

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2018.10.007
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Fig. 3 e Initial conditions and diagrams of the thrust

network analysis. (a) Boundary conditions. (b) Starting

surface. (c) Initial form G. (d) Force G* diagrams.
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obtained by the form-finding procedure. The larger the

number of attempts, the closer the starting surface to the

final vertical projection of the shell obtained by the form-

finding procedure.

Initial form and force diagrams were constructed in the

vertical plane orthogonal to the curvature radius of the deck at

mid-span. In the initial form diagram, the first tentative di-

rections of the internal forces that act throughout the shell are

attempted to obtain the initial force diagram until an initial

form diagram G and an initial force diagram G* (Fig. 3(d)) that

satisfies the reciprocity condition between them is drawn.

As the form diagram G was subdivided into four-sided

polygons, the equilibrium of each node of G in the projection

plane is represented by closed quadrilateral convex force

polygons. In this case, one degree of indeterminacy and the

obtained force diagram represents one of the infinite possible

equilibrium states for G in the projection plane.
Fig. 4 e Final diagrams of the thrust network analysis. (a) Final fo

Obtained network G.
Note that the branches of the force diagram correspond to

the forces that act along the free edges of the spatial network

G assuming a peculiar fan configuration that represents the

equilibrium polygons of the nodes along the free edges of the

thrust network.

Step by step, form and force diagrams converged to equi-

librium in the vertical projection plane until the reciprocity

condition and the parallelism condition that was defined in

the previous section were satisfied. The final diagrams G

(Fig. 4(a)) and G* (Fig. 4(b)) were achieved. In addition to the

form diagram equilibrium, the equilibrium of network G was

satisfied, regardless of the loads that are orthogonal to the

projection plane. For the sake of precision, only solutions

with less than one degree of deviation from the parallelism

condition were accepted.

Fig. 4(c) shows the boundary points in the 3D space, which

are obtained by defining the distances of the support fixed

nodes zF from the projection plane. By stretching the

branches of the planar form diagram G to satisfy the

boundary conditions not only in the projection plane but

also in the 3D space for the third coordinate zF of the fixed

nodes, the form of the three-dimensional thrust network

was obtained (Fig. 4(d)), and the distances of the

unsupported nodes zN from the projection plane were

established.

The shell shaping was performed by contemporarily

checking if the Gaussian curvature (i.e., the product of the two

principal curvatures) was negative, which indicates that the

shell surface was anticlastic. If the Gaussian curvatures were

positive, then the boundary conditions at the abutments had

to be changed to obtain negative Gaussian curvatures (as

negative as possible). Different relaxation levels were allowed,

and the stresses throughout the shell that were subject to real

loads were checked by a finite element analysis (FEA). As

illustrated in the previous section, higher relaxation corre-

sponds to lower internal forces in the 3D network and lower

compression stresses in the shell. Lower relaxation is
rm G. (b) Force G*. (c) Diagrams, 3D boundary conditions. (d)
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associated with higher internal forces and higher compres-

sion stresses.

After trying different relaxation levels at each step, if

Gaussian curvatures were acceptable and compressive

stresses were higher than the allowable compressive stress,

the shell thickness was increased until the maximum

compressive stress was lower than the allowable stress.

Conversely, if the stress level was too low even after allowing

high relaxation levels, then the compressive stresses were

increased by decreasing the shell thickness. Note that tensile

stresses tend to increase in the compressed shell due to sec-

ond-order effects and can only be minimised by the form-

finding procedure by applying appropriate boundary

conditions.
4. Arrangement of the curved deck

The shell was constructed with concrete with grade C 35/42.

The curvature and radius (in the horizontal direction) of the

shell top edge (coincides with the curvature and radius of the

deck layout) were 0.0035 m-1 and 28.3 m, respectively. The

lengths of the curved deck and the related circle chord were

44.48 and 40 m, respectively.

The cantilever deck was supported by a ring box girder

with three webs (depth 550mm, breadth 500mm, thickness of

flange and webs 20 mm, and steel grade S355) that were

installed on the shell top edge. One-line steel studs spaced

500 mm connected the shell top edge to the bottom flange of

the girder, which was stiffened by the inner web and trans-

verse plates that were welded inside the box girder and posi-

tioned in correspondence of the studs.

The ring box girder consisted of 16 straight segments. The

length of each segment was 2.78 m; they were connected by

butt-welded joints. The cantilevered deckwas constructedwith
Fig. 5 e Structural scheme of the deck. (a) Transverse cross-sec

structure. (c) Three-dimensional model of the structure.
cantilever I-beams spaced 2.78 m; the depth of the deck varied

between 0.55 m (at the end connected to the ring girder) and

0.32 m (at the end along the deck outer edge). The cantilever I-

beams supported a concrete slab, with a thickness of 0.20 m,

cast on a profiled steel sheet connected to their top flange.

An external pretensioning system applied an eccentric

prestress force at the top flange of the ring girder.

Three parallel tension cables (fptk ¼ 1860 MPa, centroid

distant 117.5 mm from the girder top) anchored to anchorage

heads positioned over the joint that connects the girder seg-

ments, provided an eccentric axial force to the girder (Fig. 5(a)

and (b)). The cross-sectional area of each cable was 2215mm2.

The pretensioning cables induced a longitudinal bending

moment that induced a torsional moment that counteracts

the moments transmitted to the girder by the cantilevered I-

beams due to the intrinsic properties of ring girders and

reduced the transverse deflections of the cantilever deck

(Fig. 5(a) and (c)).

Fig. 6 shows a rendered image of the curved shell-

supported bridge over an artificial canyon in the Tuvixeddu

archaeological park of Cagliari (Italy) to better illustrate the

form and the aesthetic characteristics of the bridge in an

urban natural landscape.
5. Structural behaviour of the curved shell
footbridge

An accurate 3-D digital model of the curved shell pedestrian

bridgewas initially built in Rhino and then imported in ANSYS

to perform a FEM analysis. A concrete shell, concrete slab, ring

box girder and I-beams were modelled with four-node shell

elements, whereas the anchorage heads of the external

prestress cables were modelled with eight-node solid ele-

ments. Tension cables were modelled via link elements, and
tion. (b) Detail of the three-dimensional model of the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2018.10.007
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Fig. 6 e A rendered image of the curved shell-supported footbridge over an artificial canyon in the Tuvixeddu archaeological

park in Cagliari, Italy.
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the pre-tensioning force was induced by applying an initial

deformation to the cables. The average side of the shell and

solid elements was 50 mm.

In addition to the dead loads, crowd loads of 5 kN/m2 were

applied, with five load cases considered: 1) full bridge full

width, 2) full bridge half width by the outer edge side, 3) full

bridge half width by the inner edge side, 4) half bridge full

width, 5) two diagonal areas of half width.

The shell analysis indicated that the shell was prevalently

in compression with a maximum compressive stress of

18 MPa (as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b)), which reduced the

allowable strength of modern concretes. The tensile stresses

minimised by the shell shape were provided by the form-

finding procedure (Fig. 8(a) and (b)) and limited to 2.2 MPa in

load case 3 and 2 MPa in load case 1, even if this value was

attained in a small shell region throughout the shell (with

the exception of the local stress concentration close to the

point restraints). The first principal stress was positive

(tension) but significantly lower than 1 MPa elsewhere and
Fig. 7 e Compressive stresses throughout the s
lower than zero (compression) throughout more than two-

thirds of the shell surface.

The stress level in the steel ring box girder was higher in

load case 1, especially at its ends due to the high prestress

force provided by the tension cables and transmitted by the

prestressing anchorage heads.

The thickness of the inner segments of the box girder was

20 mm, whereas thicker end segments were needed (40 mm)

due to the high stress level close to the anchorage head of the

tension cables at the girder ends. To resist this high prestress

force, the steel grade S355 was adopted for the girder end

segments.

Conversely, a steel grade lower than S355 was applied to the

inner segments, where the stress level was lower. The force in

each cablewas 2500 kN (namely, a total force of 7500 kN), which

corresponds to a tensile stress in the cables of 1130 MPa; the

force was obtained by applying an initial strain of 0.0053.

The maximum deflection was 35.9 mm and occurred at

mid-span in load case 1 (Fig. 8(c)).
hell surface. (a) Front view. (b) Back view.
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Fig. 8 e Tensile stresses throughout the shell surface. (a) Front view. (b) Back view. (c) Contour plot of the vertical

displacements: top view.
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The shell footbridge was very stiff, as the ratio between the

span length (40,000 mm) and the maximum deflection

(35.9 mm) was 1113.

The torsional counteracting moment induced by pre-

stressing the ring box girder limited the transverse deflections

in the cantilevered deck. In the transverse direction, the

maximum deflection difference between the inner edge and

outer edge of the deckwas 19.3mm. Therefore, the ratio of the

double cantilever length over the deck transverse deflection

was 413.
6. Conclusions

An anticlastic shell that is capable of supporting the curved

deck of a footbridge was shaped using thrust network

analysis in a non-standard manner, as a horizontal starting

surface cannot be obtained as a shell horizontal projection

without the overlapping of some shell regions. Considering

the intrinsic properties of anticlastic membranes, for which

compressions in one direction induce compressive stresses

in any other direction, the shell was shaped by its projec-

tion in the real vertical plane that is considered in the TNA

as a horizontal plane where the 2D equilibrium of the

network is obtained. By taking advantage of anticlastic
membrane properties, the form-finding procedure began by

drawing the initial form diagram (G) and discretising a

starting surface provided by the potential projection of the

shell in the vertical plane, instead of the projection in the

horizontal plane, which is generally employed in standard

TNA applications. Consequently, the initial force diagram,

which represents a first possible equilibrium configuration

of horizontal force components, has been constructed from

the initial G diagram (according to the reciprocity conditions

described in the previous sections) on the same plane in

which the form diagram lies. The original boundary condi-

tions have been rotated 90� in the 3D space. At the end of

the form-finding procedure, the forces that compose the

force diagram G* can be considered to be in balance with

any system of vertical loads and orthogonal to the plane on

which planar diagrams lie. For a chosen horizontal equi-

librium configuration, TNA enables the generation of an

infinite number of vertical equilibrium solutions, which are

obtained by varying the relaxation level of the thrust

network. As a high level of relaxation of the thrust network

corresponds to lower internal forces in the network bars,

and vice versa, by varying this scale factor, these forces and

the stress level in the shell could be monitored. This finding

explains why the unconventional manner in which the TNA

method has been applied for finding an optimal shell shape

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtte.2018.10.007
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yields reasonable structural results by a FEA. After finding

the 3D compressed network by this non-standard TNA

application, the medium surface of the footbridge shell was

obtained via a network nodes interpolation. The excellent

structural behaviour of the shell supported footbridge has

been confirmed by the results of the FE analysis, which

demonstrated that the non-conventional form-finding pro-

cedure minimised unwished tensile stresses in the concrete

anticlastic shell and that a prestressing system that is

externally applied to the top flange of the ring box girder

effectively reduced the maximum deflections in the loading

direction.
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